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Quick Alarm is a lightweight and very easy to understand piece of software developed to help you set reminders for yourself and make sure
you never miss an important event, forget to make a phonecall or skip over a meal. Accessible and intuitive looks The application features a

clean and simple user interface, its main window allowing you to configure the alarms that you need, along with their corresponding
preferences. When you no longer need it, Quick Alarm retreats to the system tray, so it can continue doing its job without interfering with

your regular work. Set alerts and reminders for yourself so you never forget important events or meetings In order to create a new entry, you
can just define the number of hours, minutes and seconds after which to be alerted. However, Quick Alarm does feature a number of

customizable options, which for instance, allow you to input a message for the notification, to give you a hint as to what you are supposed to
do at that specific hour. Moreover, the utility lets you choose a preferred audio file to act as an alert sound, in the shape of any WAV file

from your computer. Quick Alarm also enables you to sound off the notification at a precise hour, on a user-defined day of the week. This
can happen once or on a recurring pattern, depending on how you want it. When hovering with your mouse cursor over the system tray icon,

the alert closest in time will be displayed in a tooltip. However, there is no way of viewing other scheduled alarms or of canceling them
before they are due to go off. A handy notification creator Overall, Quick Alarm proves to be a useful and reliable program that can

successfully assist you in setting up various reminders for yourself, enabling you to be on time for every important meeting and meet all your
deadlines. Big Alarm: Easy Alarm is a powerful and safe alarm clock that can be an alternative of other more complicated and paid software
and webapps. It can use the same database as the standard Windows alarm but unlike other programs, this one is under a free license. It has 4
alarm modes, a clock, an alarm, a timer and a stopwatch. You can also control the volume of the clock and set it to muted. Big Alarm runs in
a tray icon and it can display notifications. 123 Alarm Clock is an alarm clock with a clean interface, allowing you to customize it according

to your needs and interests. When you open the program, you can choose a theme
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Do you often forget about meetings, important events or other important deadlines? Quick Alarm is a useful piece of software that can help
you avoid this problem. The program lets you create alarms for various events, such as a meeting at 8 pm or an appointment at 10:00 am on
Thursday. The program also lets you set up notifications for certain times of the day. The program is simple to use. It will ask you the exact

time you want to be reminded about the event and the notifications that you want to be sent. You can also enter a text message for the
notifications or choose a file from your computer to be used as the notification sound. When it is time for the event to occur, the program

will play the notification sound, you will receive an e-mail or text message reminding you about the event and, on the same page, the
reminder. The program automatically removes itself after a period of time to avoid being continually installed on your computer.

Additionally, you can choose to have reminders sent for the days of the week, Monday through Sunday, for example, on a recurring basis.
When you hover with your mouse over the system tray icon, the reminder closest to that time is displayed in a tooltip. You can cancel the

reminders, if necessary, by clicking the Cancel button in the reminder. The reminders are displayed in a queue with the most recent reminder
at the top. You can choose your own preferred reminder time and the sound to be played on a notification. You can choose the time and

sound of the reminders on a daily, weekly or monthly basis, if that is what you want. Moreover, you can set an alarm to notify you about any
event in a very short amount of time. You can set the alarm for a certain number of minutes, a certain number of hours, a certain number of
days, days of the week, days of the month or recurring patterns, such as daily, weekly and monthly. You can define the hours, minutes and

seconds for the different reminders. It is that easy. The default reminders are: weekday (as in "a reminder in the form of an alarm on
Thursday at 9:00 PM"), day of the week, day of the month, month of the year, recurring pattern daily, weekly and monthly. You can choose

from 10 notification sounds, including wave patterns, beep sounds, alarms, even a piece of music. You can optionally set an alarm to be
played at a certain hour, day of the week, 09e8f5149f
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Quick Alarm [Win/Mac]

Quick Alarm is an alarm system developed to make sure you never miss an important event. It enables you to set reminders for yourself and
to be reminded about important things at a given time. As the application is lightweight, easy to use, highly customizable and user friendly,
Quick Alarm can prove to be a great complement to the existing alarm systems on the market. Pokki is a portable app to manage and share
files. It’s like Dropbox for apps. It’s built by and for users who travel a lot. That means that every file you share will be available to you even
if you lose your connection, or if Pokki is offline for a while. You can either share a file with a single recipient, or a group of recipients. The
number of recipients can be defined for each single share. Key features include: – Share a file – Easily share URLs (addresses) – Send the
file by email – Send the file by SMS – Save the URL (addresses) you’ve shared before – Add comments – Copy file to clipboard – Share a
folder – Scan files with your camera – Send the file by WhatsApp, Viber, Telegram, Signal, Skype or other apps – Share a file on selected
websites – Quickly delete files from the app – Delete files permanently Additionally, Pokki allows you to: – Sync your changes across all
devices – View the file properties – View the file location history – Restart files remotely – Send files by WhatsApp, Viber, Telegram,
Signal, Skype or other apps – Crop/rotate/save a picture from your camera – Search a file – Search for files with the name you’ve typed –
Select files with a tap – Sort files – View the file owner – Translate the file name – Share files across multiple pokki accounts – Select a
group of accounts with one tap Thank you! Pokki is a a free iOS app, but you need a premium subscription to access all the advanced
features. We use cookies to offer you the best website experience, including personalised content, third-party cookies and social media
cookies. We also use cookies to show you relevant advertising and to analyse your interaction with our services. For more detailed
information click on More info We are no longer updating this app. Visit

What's New In Quick Alarm?

Quick Alarm is a lightweight and very easy to understand piece of software developed to help you set reminders for yourself and make sure
you never miss an important event, forget to make a phonecall or skip over a meal. Accessible and intuitive looks The application features a
clean and simple user interface, its main window allowing you to configure the alarms that you need, along with their corresponding
preferences. When you no longer need it, Quick Alarm retreats to the system tray, so it can continue doing its job without interfering with
your regular work. Set alerts and reminders for yourself so you never forget important events or meetings In order to create a new entry, you
can just define the number of hours, minutes and seconds after which to be alerted. However, Quick Alarm does feature a number of
customizable options, which for instance, allow you to input a message for the notification, to give you a hint as to what you are supposed to
do at that specific hour. Moreover, the utility lets you choose a preferred audio file to act as an alert sound, in the shape of any WAV file
from your computer. Quick Alarm also enables you to sound off the notification at a precise hour, on a user-defined day of the week. This
can happen once or on a recurring pattern, depending on how you want it. When hovering with your mouse cursor over the system tray icon,
the alert closest in time will be displayed in a tooltip. However, there is no way of viewing other scheduled alarms or of canceling them
before they are due to go off. A handy notification creator Overall, Quick Alarm proves to be a useful and reliable program that can
successfully assist you in setting up various reminders for yourself, enabling you to be on time for every important meeting and meet all your
deadlines. Description: Quick Alarm is a lightweight and very easy to understand piece of software developed to help you set reminders for
yourself and make sure you never miss an important event, forget to make a phonecall or skip over a meal. Accessible and intuitive looks
The application features a clean and simple user interface, its main window allowing you to configure the alarms that you need, along with
their corresponding preferences. When you no longer need it, Quick Alarm retreats to the system tray, so it can continue doing its job
without interfering with your regular work. Set alerts and reminders for yourself so you never forget important events or meetings In order to
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create a new entry, you can just define the number of hours, minutes and seconds after which to
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System Requirements For Quick Alarm:

Processor: Intel Dual Core CPU: Intel Core i3-2310 @ 2.80 GHz with Hyperthreading Intel Dual Core CPU: Intel Core i5-2410 @ 2.80 GHz
with Hyperthreading Intel Dual Core CPU: Intel Core i7-2620 @ 3.50 GHz with Hyperthreading Intel Dual Core CPU: Intel Core
i7-2630QM @ 3.50 GHz with Hyperthreading Intel Dual Core CPU: Intel Core i7-3720QM @ 3.40 GHz
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